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Editorial

Melanie Macrae

Joe Sturgeon

e all thought that 2008 would be a hard act

to follow given the excitement over all the new
species

that

were

recorded

then.

No

new

species
but despite
this
2009
did
not
disappoint, producing all sorts of interesting
collections from the various expeditions, forays
and surveys that have taken place.
The spring foray and AGM were well attended
and it is proposed to continue with this
arrangement in the future. Best find of the GFG
foray season must go to Richard Marriott who
spotted a cluster of pale,

scaly fungi which

turned out to be the very rarely recorded BAP
species

Psathyrella

caput-medusae

in

Inver

Forest. Special mention should also be made
of

Gyroporus

foray,

an

cyanescens

from

the

amazing buff coloured

Crathie

bolete

that

turns deep cornflower blue where damaged - a
first record for the group, shortly followed by a
second from Rosemary Smith on a foray further
north (see foray reports and photos).

A personal

contribute

to

a

10-year

research

f\ full list of forays and events will be sent out
in the spring. A date for your diary our spring
foray / AGM taking place on Sunday April
25th, meeting at 10.30am. Location details will
follow in the spring.

GFG - Foray Reports 2009
I he full species lists for the forays will follow
in the spring; the following comments are just
to give a flavour of each event.
data are
Database

project

Distribution

taken from the Fungal Records
of Britain and Ireland (FRDBI), a

database that is managed
Mycological Society.

by

the

British

Sun. April 26th Spring Foray and AGM
The day started with a morning foray around
the

highlight was being invited on a

working trip to the forests of Sweden in August
to

Diary Dates

lower

slopes

of Bennachie.

22

species

were recorded including two spring fruiting
agarics - Strobilurus tenacellus on pinecones
and Melanoleuca cognala

there. The fungi were just stunning and the
experience has left me realising that although

we can't equal the acreage of forest that
Sweden has, we must value and cherish the
woodland that we have left in Scotland.

I

hope that you will like the new look and

distribution method for the newsletter - do let
the committee have your views.

Liz 'Hotden
Membership

Just a reminder that annual subscriptions
are due on January 1st for 2010. The spring

Fig. 1. Meianoleuca cognata. Photo Liz Holden

2009 AGM agreed to increase the subscription

with its pale apricot coloured gills. The sharp

for the first time since the GFG was established

eyes of new member Katie

in 1997 (see report from the AGM below), to

what looked

£5.00 and cheques should be made out to the

stump. Closer inspection proved this to be a

like

a

brown

Grundy spotted

smear on

an

old

Grampian Fungus Group and sent to Denis

swarm of the tiny sea urchin like Lasiosphaeria

Bain at the address above.

sthgosa, a rarely recorded ascomycete with no

N.B. If you have recently changed your email
address or house address, please let Denis
know so that he can update the records.

checked) so far.

Scottish records on the FRDBI (Edinburgh not

Many thanks to the Bennachie Centre, which

Grampian Fungus Group: Members

There were 32 paid up members at Dec 3r
2009, the following is a list of those who have
already paid their 2010 subscription.

N.B. if your name is not on the list below
and you wish to remain a member, please

send your cheque before you forgetl!
Ruth Anderson
Mary and Denis Bain
Lynne Bates

Gus and Tessa Jones
Jan Macpherson

hosted the AGM. Full minutes are available to
members on request, the following being a brief
overview.

Eight

apologies

members

given.

The

attended

with two

Treasurer's

report

indicated that there were 29 members at the
time

of the

AGM

with

several

other

people

intending to join. The meeting were unanimous
in deciding that it was time to raise the
subscription to £5.00. This could be used to
pay for the cost of hiring rooms for workshops
as several were planned for 2009, as well as
for other items such as books or equipment.

The main expense in 2009 was the purchase of

being Cortinarius armillatus, C. triumphans and

'Funga Nordica1 - updated keys to agaric and

Ramaria stricta.

bolete

genera,

which

is

now

available

for

(Rosemary Smith

members to borrow.
Liz Holden reported that the previous year's
forays had all been successful and that three
workshops

were

arranged

for

2009;

a

microscope day, a Speyside foray / workshop

Sun. August 30
The mixed woodland with aspen, birch, pine
and willow by the Dee at Crathie produced its
usual crop of interesting species.

weekend and a Mycena workshop weekend to

be tutored by Ern Emmett, again on Speyside.
It was suggested that if pdf software could be
found, that it might be possible to include more
photos

in

the

newsletter

and

email

it

to

members. Issue number 13 will be the trial for
this.

Sat. July 11*
With a good turnout, the microscope workshop

was held in the meeting room at Mar Lodge
which proved to be an excellent venue. The
day started with a presentation on tackling the
macro and micro features that characterise the
main genera

of agarics - spore colour, gill

attachment, cap cuticle, flesh

trama and gill

trama. The participants then spent the rest of
the time practicing the preparations necessary
to enable the microscopic features to be seen.

Feeling confident that you have got the fungus
in question to genus is a vital first step to
accurate identification.

eariy visit to Glen Gairn was again arranged so
that we could enjoy those mycorrhizal species
here

with

rockrose.

We

were

rewarded with lovely material of Amanita
pantherina but not very many other mycorrhizal
species. The other site speciality, Helvetia atra,
was also recorded.

woodland

The

violaceus,

C.

several

collections

cyanescens.

The

of the

bolete

Gyroporus

buff coloured tops

looked

quite unremarkable and were nestled beneath
birch

roots.

The

real

delight

of

this

it is cut. The

stipe itself is divided into a number of hollow
chambers and the damaged flesh changes to a
beautiful

cornflower

stunningly with

blue,

which

contrasts

the cap colour. With only a

dozen or so locations known from Scotland, we
were delighted to hear of another collection
from a foray near Forres just a few days later.
How often this seems to happen - species not
at a number of different locations at about the

Clyans Dam is a small but interesting site with
lochan.

Cortinarius

or rarely recorded in an area suddenly turn up

Sat. August 15th
broadleaved

included

trivialis and then to the delight of everybody,

some

Following the success of the 2008 visit, an

grow

These

species is demonstrated once

Sun. August 9th

that

Fig. 2. Gyroporus cyanescens. Photo Mary Bain.

surrounding

morning's

highlight

a

same time.

small

was

a

collection of the tiny club like fruit bodies of
Onygena

corvina

growing

on

a

bundle

of

decaying corvid feathers. These tiny but distinct
fungi are able to utilise the keratin in the
decaying feathers or hair, much as their close

relative Onygena equina does with bone and
horn. This is a new record for the group.
lunch

stop

also

proved

rewarding

with

The
the

sharp eyes of Ann Burns finding a whole range
of fungi growing on a nearby bonfire site,
including Thelephora penicilliata, Trichophaea
hemisphaerioides

and

Sphaerosporella

brunnea. The latter is not commonly recorded
and known from only four other Scottish sites.

Sun. August 23rd

Fig. 3. Cortinarius purpurascens. Photo Bill Burns

Sun. Sept 6Ih

Perhaps a little early for the Crannach as we
didn't find nearly as many fungi as in previous

As usual on our visits to the Loch of Blairs, we

years, and named only 45 species, the best

never seem to get very far - always lots to look

at. This year, although there were lots of fruit
bodies, there was nothing of particular note.

with many old stumps in the vicinity. It had a
distinct smell which reminded me of Entoloma
amiedes - somewhere between floral and
Germolene! It wasn't until I got it home that I
realised that this was a collection of young
material of BAP species Psathyrella caputmedusae which has very few records on the
FRDBI,

most

of

which

being

from

the

Kindrogan area.

y^Wih I

ffiW^Mw^'***

Fig. 4. tricholoma apium. Photo Mary Bain.
At lunch we moved east to Culbin Forest, which
produced the usual

crop of tooth fungi

and

other pine wood species including Tricholoma
apium. Laccaria maritima remains elusive - it

hasn't been recorded there for over 10 years
Fig. 6. Cortinarius variecolor. Photo Mary Bain.

now.

Fri. Sept 25th - Sun. Sept 27th

Sat. Sept 12th
Gight Woods is a very mixed habitat; long

The workshop / foray weekend was based on

stretches with no fungi at all, then others with a

Speyside. We visited a selection of interesting
pine wood and grassland sites at the northern
end of the strath - an area that the group had
not visited before and including sites around
Boat of Garten and Grantown on Spey. We

lot, the most prolific under the hazels and
beech. A large Scleroderma citrinum sitting in a

moss cushion kept the photographers busy for
a while, whilst I rather foolishly tasted Lactarius

recorded a good range of species associated

pyrogalus and wished I hadn't!!

Rosemary Smith

Sat. Sept 19lh
Inver

Wood

is

predominantly

an

interesting

conifer

plantation

site

now

but

with

pockets of birch and a reputation for producing
interesting
violascens.
rather

species,
This

year

disappointing

including
the
with

visit
no

Bankers

was
sign

initially
of

the

beautiful Cortinarius violaceus that so often
graces

the

site.

However when

we

moved

around to the north side of the hill, Richard
almost immediately produced a very pale but
distinctly shaggy cluster of fruit bodies, which
nobody recognised at all.

with both habitats. The pinewoods produced 6
species of the BAP stipitate tooth fungi in the
genera

Bankera,

Hydnellum,

Phellodon

and

Sarcodon. The grassland sites each produced
12 species of Hygrocybe and one collection of
Porpoloma metapodium - an unusual species
also associated with unimproved grassland.
The workspace in Nethy Bridge Church Hall
was excellent and we had a most enjoyable
and useful weekend.

Sat. Oct 3rd
A windy start to the foray at Loch of the Leys
meant that we kept away from the bigger trees

during the morning but later on a good
collection of the aniseed scented Lentinellus
cochleatus was
mature

made

conifers.

from

This

a

stump

species

is

under
more

frequently recorded in England and Wales and
is widespread but less common, in Scotland. It
was also interesting to find Phellinus pomaceus

in

a

seem

blackthorn
to

be

a

thicket.

Blackthorn

microhabitat

that

thickets

has

been

previously been neglected by mycologists in
Scotland judging by the very few records that
are on the FRDBI. Every time I check old
blackthorn, I find this fungus and Loch of the
Leys proved no exception.
Fig. 5. Psathyrella caput-medusae. Photo Liz Holden

The

fungus

was

fruiting

beneath

pine

and

spruce in an area of mature thinned conifers,

British Mycological Society
(BMS) News
BMS Roadshow goes North
Trossachs Mushroom Festival

October 22 - 25th 2009

Hor several years I have been involved in
running

forays for the Trossachs Mushroom

Festival held in late October at Aberfoyle, a

short distance north of Glasgow. I had wanted
for some time to raise the fungal profile at the
event and with Ihe support of members of the
field
community
from
the
Glasgow
and

Fig. 7. Pheliinus pomaceus. Photo Liz Holden

Edinburgh areas, I was able to gather together

Sat. Oct 10th
Although a dull day, our last foray at Castle
Fraserwas a delight. A very large collection of
fruiting Chlorocybella aeruginascens was

(Rgsemary Smitfi

it.

make

hosting

the

managed

to

raise the necessary

to

enable

window

signs

and

other

publicity material for the event to be produced.

The display arrived

(unexpectedly early but

that's another story!) on the Friday morning and

FriOct 16th-Sun Oct 18th
below

organisers

grant

Buchwaldoboletus lignicola.

piece

to

was all happening. The BMS provided a small

aurea turned up there again as did

everybody attending

volunteers

Roadshow a realistic proposition. The festival
funds for the transport costs and suddenly it

beautiful and the uncommon Phaeolepiota

Mycena workshop - was

enough

much

See

enjoyed by

Dave

Savage's

under 'Contributions from

Members and Friends'.

GFG

the construction

team (Nev,

Sam,

Roy and

Elizabeth), were soon hard at work fitting the
display together and making space for all the
additional attractions - sales items, displays of
fresh material and children's activities including
badge making and a supermarket challenge.
Fitting

everything

into

the

Aberfoyle

visitor

centre was something of a challenge in itself

and if we did it again we would look for a larger
space where people could focus just on the
fungal displays.

Fig. 8. Cortinarius delibutus. Photo Mary Bain

Fig.

9.

Isla

Kilkenny

Photo Liz Holden

badge

making

at Aberfoyle.

The

displays

generated

a

huge

amount

of

to be showing different responses, with wood

interest amongst the visitors over the weekend

rotters now first fruiting significantly earlier and

and made us realise what an important role the

deciduous

exhibition has, even away from the larger and

later. Overall, it appears that the autumn fungal

more prestigious events such as Chelsea. Gold

fruiting season is now significantly longer than

medals may not have been on offer for our

it was 50 years ago.

mycorrhizal

species

significantly

efforts but everybody who helped came away

feeling that they really had made a contribution
to raising the profile of fungi.

Fig. 11. Auricularia auricula-judae. Photo Liz Holden

There is also some evidence to suggest that
Fig. 10. Nev Kilkenny and Graeme Walker checking
the display at Aberfoyle. Photo Roy Watling.

some saprotrophic species might be changing

hosts;

the

example

auricula-judae often
Local

recording

groups

should

not

feel

quoted

was Auricularia

thought of as

elder

intimidated about using the BMS Roadshow in

this way - it is great fun and makes a very

question as to whether or not the fungus has

important contribution

always been latent in the beech wood.

at a

local

level.

Huge

but increasingly
area, on beech.

an

associate
Salisbury

found,
in
This begs

the
the

thanks to Nev Kilkenny, Sam Ranscombe, Roy

and

Elizabeth

Watling,

Dick

Graeme Walker for being

so

and

A Norwegian study on changing fruiting dates

generous with

Peebles

using both Norwegian and UK data, was also

their time and knowledge - it wouldn't have

presented.

happened without you.

countries

Liz J-fofden
(based on a piece written for Mycotogisl News)

researchers

from

excellent

both

Europe

be

species

in

both

fruiting

18

days

earlier on average in 2007, than they were in

1960. There does not appear to be a direct link
to

temperature;

Norway,

rofessor Lynne Boddy of Cardiff University
another

to

other

factors

may

well

be

year seems to have an effect. Interestingly, in

November 22nd 2009

organised

fruiting

involved, and indeed the climate in the previous

Autumn Taxonomy Meeting

\

Spring
appeared

meeting
and

with

the

UK

speaking about different aspects of the ecology

of fungal fruiting. The first two speakers from
Warwick looked at the development of the fruit

the

autumn

fruiting

season

has

shortened. The early autumn fruiting species

are

fruiting

later

whereas

the

late

fruiting

species do not appear to have changed their
behaviour.

No

significant

fruiting

differences

between functional modes were noted in this
study.

body based on their own work and particularly
focused on the variables that are required to
stimulate

fruit

body

production

and

development in saprotrophic species such as

Agaricus

bisporus and

Coprinopsis

cinema.

Many different factors contribute, including light
/ dark / CO2 / O? / temperature / nutrients /
humidity / gravity and it was fascinating to hear
that without cycles of light and dark (i.e. if kept
in the dark) Coprinopsis cinerea only produces
a stipe.
Alan Gange spoke about the possible effects of
climate change on fungal fruiting dates. His talk

considered

the

earliest

and

latest

dates

Fig. 12. Hygrocybe coccinea. Photo Liz Holden

recorded for fungal fruiting in the Salisbury area

where a local recording group has collected 59

After lunch,

years of data. Different functional groups seem

presented his latest work on the semi-improved

Gareth

Griffith from

Aberystwyth

grassland species including those in the genus
Hygrocybe.

He has undertaken a series of sward height
experiments, which

suggest that the

fruiting

diversity in a sward can be affected by sward
height. If a sward is kept consistently at 3cm,
fruiting diversity is the same as in a field cut for
hay in July and then kept at 3cm. If the hay cut
was delayed
diversity

into

was

September,

not

as

however,

good.

Uncut

the
plots

produced the lowest diversity. These findings
are

all

of

interest

management

when

advice

for

trying

to

these

offer

grassland

species. His work also appears to substantiate
the

hypothesis

that

the

shorter

the

sward

height, the shorter the fruit body stipes.
Peter Spencer-Phillips and his students have
been working on an 8-year study looking at
fungal fruiting diversity in differently managed

woodland situations including recently coppiced
woodland

with

management

standard

regime

trees.

appeared

to

be

This
more

favourable for a number of rarer species than
neighbouring areas of neglected coppice and
an old field with scattered old oak and self
sown

ash.

continuity
numbers

This might
of

of

dead
tree

be

wood,

species

connected

to the

and

the

higher

within

the

former

management regime.
Peter

Crittenden

Fig. 14. Mycena haematopus. Photo Liz Hoiden.

That evening Ern explained what we would do
over the weekend. He told us what to look for in
a Mycena specimen and gave us copies of the
latest keys. Then, using video cameras on both
dissecting

gave

a

fascinating

presentation on lichens and the difficulties of
studying sexual reproduction with this group.

Liz 'Kotden

high

preparation wrong and had to start again.
Saturday morning and the sun, mountains and
were

reflecting

plenty of fresh

head

towards

It

is

time

in

a

mirror

like

Loch

Mycena

specimens

we

had

brought ourselves, or collected locally. And we

I he trees are glowing gold in the autumn sun
I

he

was time to try things for ourselves. There were

Mycena Workshop

afternoon.

microscopes,

Morlich. Very tempting to go for a foray, but it

Members and Friends

as

power

fiddly and difficult, especially when Ern got one

trees

Contributions from GFG

and

showed us how to prepare appropriate sections
for the necessary microscopy. It looked rather

Aviernore

for the

on

a

Friday

workshop

on

Mycena with Em Emmett. While I am looking

forward to seeing friends again, I am slightly
anxious that it will be too deep for me.

were all supplied with the best reagents and
tools for the task. So let us try. After a few false

starts it started to become straight forward, and

I decided Ern's demonstration of "get it wrong
and start again" was probably a stagemanaged example of an essential technique for
a novice.

Soon every one was happily finding

not just gill edge cystidia but stem diverticulae
as well. It was notable that very little time was
spent enjoying the glorious sunshine outside,

just the occasional quick scurry for more fresh
specimens.
As usual at Aviemore the workroom, with its

permanently boiled kettle, was ideal, and the
substantial

feeds

at

Glenmore

Lodge

were

welcome.
Sunday

morning

and

Ern

demonstrated

the

techniques for dealing with dried specimens. In

spite of my initial scepticism that I would never

need to tackle dried specimens, I gave it a go
and found it almost as easy as using fresh
Fig. 13. Mycena workshop. Photo Liz Holden

material. Instruction in how to do things, and

the

best

reagents

to

use,

makes

all

the

difference.

Ern

interesting

and

provided

a

good

library

microscopically

of

different

Sebacina

incrustans

recorded

in

is

England

much

and

more

Wales

widely

and

was

Mycena species, and advice on what to look

fascinating

for.

with their longitudinal septa and long tentacle

With

cystidia

tentacles
human

on

M.

footprint

bearing

long

inclinata.
on

M.

or

squid

like

resembling

septentrionaiis,

were fascinating to examine.

a

to

see

the characteristic

basidia

like spore bearing projections.

they

As many should

be found occasionally in Northern Scotland the

Faskally produced the first of two collections of
Hebeloma radicosum during the week. Both

experience

were found in a car park area, growing tight up

should

prove

invaluable

when

against a tree trunk or large stone bordering

something different turns up.

So Sunday lunch time, and time to pack up. On
cue the weather promptly turned wet. At least
Ern provided us all with a Celtic compilation CD
to drown out the swish wipers and wet roads as
we drove home.

So

what

did

improved

the car park. The long rooting structure did not
appear to be particularly well developed and it
occurred to me that the fungus might be
tapping

into the 'dog

buried

mammal

suggested
I

learn?

specimen

The

main

preparation

thing

is

techniques,

which are equally applicable to a wide range of

(see

pee zone'

latrines,
issue

no.

rather than

as

is

11).

I

normally
would

be

interested to hear if anybody else has found it
in a similar situation. From Faskally also, an
interesting

Pluteus

which

keyed

out

to

P.

fungi other than Mycena. I now know how to

inquilinus. This is rarely recorded and will need

distinguish

confirming.

filopes

microscopically

and

M.

metata,

between

and

Mycena

between

M.

capillaripes and a bloodless M. sanguinolenta. I
no longer avoid collecting small fungi because
they might shrivel before I can examine them
properly,

as

I

know

if

necessary

enough with a dried specimen.

I

can

do

But I'm still

plucking up the courage to try those pin head
sized Mycena that grow on mossy tree trunks.
A very enjoyable, useful, and successful
weekend.

(Dave Savage
Rare and interesting species from
Kindrogan 2009
it

Fig. 16. Hydnellum cf concrescens. Photo Liz Holden

Identifying fungi' is an annual course hosted

\

by Kindrogan Field Study Centre. The course is

The combination of pine and birch at Lochan

for anybody with an interest in identifying fungi

Mor

and wanting to take it a little further than the

rewarding

pocket

magnificent

guide

stage,

particularly

anybody

on

Rothiemurchus

and

varied

fruiting

Estate

set

of

produced

a

of collections.

A

the

deadly

Amanita

wanting to make a start with a microscope. Liz

virosa kept the photographers busy for ages.

does the teaching and generally doesn't have

Hydnellum

much time for detailed

under the birch, the first of several collections

identifications but as

ever, some interesting species were recorded.

concrescens

was

also

recorded

of this species made under broadleaved trees
in Scotland last autumn.

Kindrogan Grounds produced, amongst a table
full of other coliections: beautiful material of the
Pluteus romellii with its contrasting colours of

At

brown cap and yellow gills and stipe.

species

the

Hermitage

produced

the

spruce

plantation

Hygrophorus piceae a small white

that is

only

known

from one other

spruce plantation in Scotland and one site in
England.

The course will run from Sept.10m - 17IM in
2010 and further information is available on
www.field-studies-council.org .

LizJfo&fen
Front page photos

I he

Lairig Ghru

Russula
Fig. 15. Sebacina incrustans. Photo Liz Holden.

sardonia

inset. {Mary Bain)

with
and

Hydnellum peckii,

Auriscalpium

vulgare

Many

of the

more

advanced

books

and

sets

of

identification keys are available from Retail Postal
Book Sales Department, The Richmond Publishing
Co.

Ltd.,

PO

Box

963,

Slough

SL2

3RS.

It

is

certainly worth comparing their catalogue with those

of other natural history book specialists such as
Subbuteo and (he Natural History Book Service.
Pentland Books also offer an excellent service and
reasonable prices.
Association of British Fungus Groups produces a

quarterly journal containing a range of material of
interest

to

field

mycologists.

Annual

subscription

available from Michael Jordan, Harveys, Alston, Nr.

Axminster, Devon EX13 7LG.

Residential Courses on Fungi
A number of field centres run courses on various
aspects of mycology: -

Kindrogan

Field

Centre,

Enochdu,

Blairgowrie,

Perthshire PH10 7PG Tel: 01250 870150.
The Field Studies Council, Head Office, Preston
Montford, Montford Bridge, Shrewsbury, Shropshire
SY4 1HW Tel: 01743 850674. The FSC has centres

located across England and Wales.
Other Items of Mycological Interest
Fig. 17. Hygrophorus piceae. Photo Liz Holden.

Useful Fungal Information

For those who wish to take their mycology a little

more seriously and tackle some of the more
advanced identification keys, a microscope is
essential. The following three companies are those

The information given below is not exhaustive. If you

know of any other relevant contacts, please let Liz

that I know of who will send out catalogues with
products suitable for our needs:

know.

Meiji Techno UK Ltd.
BS26

Books and Other Publications
There is a wide range of material available for all
levels of mycological interest - the only limit really
being one's purse!

Many books for beginners are

available in good book stores but there are other
sources that are useful lo know about, especially as

one

progresses

beyond

the

limiis

of

beginners

2AN

Tel:

Hillside, Axbridge, Somerset,

01934

733

655

enquiriesiSjrneiiitechno.co.uk

E-mail:

Web

Sites:

www.meijitechno.co.uk www.microscopes.co.uk
Brunei Microscopes Ltd. Unit 12 Enterprise Centre,

Bumpers

Way,

Bumpers

Industrial

Estate,

Chippenham, Wilts. SN14 6QA Tel: 01294 462655
Optical Vision Ltd., Unit 2b, Woolpit Business Park,

Woolpit, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP30 9RT Tel:

guides.

01359 244200

Paul Nichol has produced an excellent simple key to

mushroom

Mycologue

-

a

catalogue

collectors

available

of

accessories

from

47,

for

Spencer

genus called 'An Initial Guide to the Identification
of
Mushrooms
and
Toadstools'.
The
new,

Rise, London NW5 1AR
Quekett Microscopical Club - the club magazine

improved second edition is available from Liz Holden,

often has second

cost £3.50.

The

BMS

have produced an

excellent range of

'Guides For The Amateur Mycologist'.

The titles at present are 'Guide for the Beginner';
'Guide to Identification with a Microscope';
'Guide to Recording Fungi'; 'Guide for the
Kitchen Collector, Preservation and Cooking of
Fungi';
'Downy Mildews,
Powdery Mildews,
Smuts and Rusts'. Each costs £2.00. Individuals
can order directly from Gill Butterfill, Library, British
Mycological
Society,
Wolfson
Wing,
Jodrell
Laboratory, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Surrey
TW9 3AB. (There is also a set of 16 postcards of
larger fungi costing £3.00 plus 50p post available
from the same address).
The BMS also publish KEYS which is a series of

papers containing a range of keys and checklists
details of which are available from Liz Holden. There
are now eleven issues of this publication and the cost
for a full set is £17.25 plus £2.55 post. They are
available
from
Archie
McAdam,
Silverdale,

Raikeswood
BD23 1ND.

Crescent,

Skipton,

North

Yorkshire,

hand microscopes for sale and

accepts 'items wanted' adverts too.

Scottish Field Mycology- Yahoo Chatroom
The Scottish field mycology chat room is a wonderful
facility for exchanging information and ideas. You can

also use a spreadsheet posted on it to enter records
- simply sign in and click on 'databases'. Do check it
out and consider joining if you are not already a
member.
Scottish field mvcotoqv(5)vahooqroups,co.uk
http://uk.qroups.vahoo.com/qroup/scottish field mvc
ology
Click on the button 'join this group' and follow the

instructions. There is no cost in becoming a member.

